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A Note from the Authors

We are excited to introduce the second edition of our textbook, University Physics. Physics is a thriving science, alive with intellectual challenge 
and presenting innumerable research problems on topics ranging from the largest galaxies to the smallest subatomic particles. Physicists have 
managed to bring understanding, order, consistency, and predictability to our universe and will continue that endeavor into the exciting future.

However, when we open most current introductory physics textbooks, we find that a different story is being told. Physics is painted as a 
completed science in which the major advances happened at the time of Newton, or perhaps early in the 20th century. Only toward the end of 
the standard textbooks is “modern” physics covered, and even that coverage often includes only discoveries made through the 1960s.

Our main motivation in writing this book is to change this perception by weaving exciting, contemporary physics throughout the text. 
Physics is an amazingly dynamic discipline—continuously on the verge of new discoveries and life-changing applications. In order to help students 
see this, we need to tell the full, absorbing story of our science by integrating contemporary physics into the first-year calculus-based course. Even 
the very first semester offers many opportunities to do this by weaving recent results from nonlinear dynamics, chaos, complexity, and high-energy 
physics research into the introductory curriculum. Because we are actively carrying out research in these fields, we know that many of the cutting-
edge results are accessible in their essence to the first-year student.

Recent results involving renewable energy, the environment, engineering, medicine, and technology show physics as an exciting, thriving, 
and intellectually alive subject motivating students, invigorating classrooms, and making the instructor’s job easier and more enjoyable. In 
particular, we believe that talking about the broad topic of energy provides a great opening gambit to capture students’ interest. Concepts of 
energy sources (fossil, renewable, nuclear, and so forth), energy efficiency, 
energy storage, alternative energy sources, and environmental effects 
of energy supply choices (global warming and ocean acidification, for 
example) are very much accessible on the introductory physics level. We 
find that discussions of energy spark our students’ interest like no other 
current topic, and we have addressed different aspects of energy throughout 
our book.

In addition to being exposed to the exciting world of physics, students 
benefit greatly from gaining the ability to problem solve and think 
logically about a situation. Physics is based on a core set of ideas that is 
fundamental to all of science. We acknowledge this and provide a useful 
problem-solving method (outlined in Chapter 1) which is used throughout 
the entire book. This problem-solving method involves a multistep format 
that we have developed with students in our classes. But mastery of 
concepts also involves actively applying them. To this end, we have asked 
more than a dozen contributors from some of the leading universities across 
the country to share their best work in the end-of-chapter exercises. New 
to this edition are approximately 400 multi-version exercises, which allow 
students to address the same problem from different perspectives.

In 2012, the National Research Council published a framework for K-12 science education, which covers the essential science and 
engineering practices, the concepts that have application across fields, and the core ideas in four disciplinary areas (in physics, these are 
matter and its interactions, motion and stability, energy, and waves and their applications in information transfer). We have structured the 
second edition of this textbook to tie the undergraduate physics experience to this framework and have provided concept checks and self-test 
opportunities in each chapter.

With all of this in mind, along with the desire to write a captivating textbook, we have created what we hope will be a tool to engage 
students’ imaginations and to better prepare them for future courses in their chosen fields (admittedly, hoping we can convert at least a few 
students to physics majors along the way). Having feedback from more than 400 people, including a board of advisors, several contributors, 
manuscript reviewers, and focus group participants, assisted greatly in this enormous undertaking, as did field testing our ideas with 
approximately 6000 students in our introductory physics classes at Michigan State University. We thank you all!

—Wolfgang Bauer and Gary D. Westfall 
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xii

How to Use This Book

Problem-Solving Skills: Learning to Think Like a Scientist
Perhaps one of the greatest skills students can take from their physics course is the ability to prob-
lem solve and think critically about a situation. Physics is based on a core set of fundamental ideas 
that can be applied to various situations and problems. University Physics by Bauer and Westfall 
acknowledges this and provides a problem-solving method that has been class-tested by the authors, 
which is used throughout the text. The text’s problem-solving method has a multistep format.

Problem-Solving Method

Solved Problems
The book’s numbered Solved Problems are fully worked problems, each 
consistently following the seven-step method described in Section 1.5. Each 
Solved Problem begins with the problem statement and then provides a 
complete solution. The seven-step method is also used in Connect Physics. 
The familiar seven steps are outlined in the guided solutions, with addi-
tional help where you need it. 

39713.4 Pressure

Te average pressure of the Earth’s atmosphere at sea level, 1 atm, is a commonly used non-
SI unit that is expressed in other units as follows:

1 atm =1.01 10 Pa = 760. torr =14.7 lb/in .5 2⋅

Gauges used to measure how much air has been removed from a vessel are ofen cali-
brated in torr, a unit named afer the Italian physicist Evangelista Torricelli (1608–1647). 
Automobile tire pressures in the United States are ofen measured in pounds per square 
inch (lb/in2, or psi).

Concept Check 13.1
Suppose you have a jar of nuts that 
has been vacuum packed to preserve 
the contents. You turn the lid and hear 
a whoosh. Which of the following 
statements correctly describes the 
force exerted by the atmosphere on 
the lid before and after you turn it?

a) The atmosphere exerts more 
force on the lid before the lid is 
turned than after it is turned.

b) The atmosphere exerts less force 
on the lid after the lid is turned 
than before it is turned.

c) The atmosphere exerts the same 
force on the lid before and after 
the lid is turned.

d) There is no way to tell what 
happens to the force exerted by 
the atmosphere on the lid when 
it is turned.

Figure 13.13 Weight of the 
atmosphere.

p

A

mgmg

S O lV e d  p r O B l e M  13.2 Weighing earth’s Atmosphere

Te Earth’s atmosphere is composed (by volume) of 78.08% nitrogen (N2), 20.95% oxygen 
(O2), 0.93% argon (Ar), 0.25% water vapor (H2O), and traces of other gases, most importantly, 
carbon dioxide (CO2). Te CO2 content of the atmosphere is currently around 0.039% = 390 ppm 
(parts per million), but it varies with the seasons by about 6–7 ppm and has been rising since 
the start of the Industrial Revolution, mainly as a result of the burning of fossil fuels. Approxi-
mately 2 ppm of CO2 are being added to the atmosphere each year.

prOBleM
What is the mass of the Earth’s atmosphere, and what is the mass of 1 ppm of atmospheric CO2?

SOlutiOn
t h i n K  At frst glance, this problem seems rather daunting, because very little information 
is given. However, we know that the atmospheric pressure is 1.01 · 105 Pa and that pressure is 
force per area.

S K e t C h  Te sketch in Figure 13.13 shows a column of air with weight mg above an area A 
of Earth’s surface. Tis air exerts a pressure, p, on the surface.

r e S e A r C h  We start with the relationship between pressure and force, p = F/A, where the 
area is the surface area of Earth, A = 4R2, and R = 6370 km is the radius of Earth. For the 
force, we can use the atmospheric weight, F = mg, where m is the mass of the atmosphere.

S i M p l i F Y  We combine the equations just mentioned

 


p F
A

mg
R

= =
4 2

and solve for the mass of the atmosphere

m R p
g

= 4 .
2

C A l C u l A t e  We substitute the numerical values:

m = 4(6.37 · 106 m)2(1.01 · 105 Pa)/(9.81 m/s2) = 5.24978 · 1018 kg.

r O u n d  We round to three signifcant fgures and obtain

m = 5.25 ·1018 kg.

d O u B l e - C h e C K  In order to obtain the mass of 1 ppm of CO2 in the atmosphere, we 
have to realize that the molar mass of CO2 is 12 + (2·16) = 44 g. Te average mass of a mole of 
the atmosphere is approximately 0.78(2·14) + 0.21(2·16) + 0.01(40) = 28.96 g. Te mass of 
1 ppm of CO2 in the atmosphere is therefore

m m=10 · 44
28.96

= 7.97·10 kg = 8.0 billion tons.1 ppm CO
6 12

2
−

Humans add approximately 2 ppm of CO2 to the atmosphere each year by burning fossil 
fuels, which amounts to approximately 16 billion tons of CO2, a scary number. It is not easy 
to double-check the orders of magnitude for this calculation. However, data published by the 
U.S. Energy Information Administration show that total carbon dioxide emissions from burn-
ing fossil fuels are currently approximately 30 billion tons per year, higher than our result by a 
factor of 2. Where does the other half of the CO2 go? Mainly, it dissolves in the Earth’s oceans.
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xiii

Examples
Briefer Examples (problem statement and solution only) 
focus on a specific point or concept. The Examples also 
serve as a bridge between fully worked-out Solved Problems 
(with all seven steps) and the homework problems.

Problem-Solving Guidelines
Located before the end-of-chapter exer-
cise sets, Problem-Solving Guidelines 
summarize important skills or tech-
niques that can help you solve prob-
lems related to the material in the 
chapter. Acknowledging that physics 
is based on a core set of fundamental 
ideas that can be applied to various situ-
ations and problems, University Physics 
emphasizes that there is no single way 
to solve every problem and helps you 
think critically about the most effective 
problem-solving method before begin-
ning to work on a solution.

126 Chapter 4 Force

4.5 Taking the second derivative, we fnd

d a
d

d
d

T
m

T
m

a= (–sin cos ) = (–cos – sin ) = –
2

2� �
� � � � � �+







 .

Since we have found a(max) = 0.97 m/s2, the value of the 
second derivative at 4.00° is –0.97 m/s2, which is smaller than 
zero, confrming that our extremum is indeed a maximum.

4.4 (a) From a = (m2 g – f )/(m1 1 m2) and the condition 
that f ≤ fs,max = sm1 g, we see that the largest value m2 can 
have is m2 = fs,max /g = sm1. (b) For m2 < sm1, nothing 
moves; so the acceleration has to be zero, which means that 
the numerator of the expression for the acceleration must be 
zero. Terefore, in this case, f = m2 g.

PrOBleM-SOlVing guiDelineS: neWTOn’S laWS

Analyzing a situation in terms of forces and motion is a vi-
tal skill in physics. One of the most important techniques 
is the proper application of Newton’s laws. Te following 
guidelines can help you solve mechanics problems in terms 
of Newton’s three laws. Tese are part of the seven-step strat-
egy for solving all types of physics problems and are most 
relevant to the Sketch, Tink, and Research steps.

1. An overall sketch can help you visualize the situation and 
identify the concepts involved, but you also need a separate 
free-body diagram for each object to identify which forces 
act on that particular object and no others. Drawing correct 
free-body diagrams is the key to solving all problems in me-
chanics, whether they involve static (nonmoving) objects or 
kinetic (moving) ones. Remember that the ma� from New-
ton’s Second Law should not be included as a force in any 
free-body diagram.

2. Choosing the coordinate system is important—ofen the 
choice of coordinate system makes the diference between 
very simple equations and very difcult ones. Placing an axis 
along the same direction as an object’s acceleration, if there 
is any, is ofen very helpful. In a statics problem, orienting an 
axis along a surface, whether horizontal or inclined, is ofen 
useful. Choosing the most advantageous coordinate system 
is an acquired skill gained through experience as you work 
many problems.

3. Once you have chosen your coordinate directions, deter-
mine whether the situation involves acceleration in either 
direction. If no acceleration occurs in the y-direction, for ex-
ample, then Newton’s First Law applies in that direction, and 
the sum of forces (the net force) equals zero. If acceleration 
does occur in a given direction, for example, the x-direction, 

then Newton’s Second Law applies in that direction, and the 
net force equals the object’s mass times its acceleration.

4. When you decompose a force vector into components 
along the coordinate directions, be careful about which di-
rection involves the sine of a given angle and which direction 
involves the cosine. Do not generalize from past problems 
and think that all components in the x-direction involve 
the cosine; you will fnd problems where the x-component 
involves the sine. Rely instead on clear defnitions of angles 
and coordinate directions and the geometry of the given situ-
ation. Ofen the same angle appears at diferent points and 
between diferent lines in a problem. Tis usually results in 
similar triangles, ofen involving right angles. If you create 
a sketch of a problem with a general angle , try to use an 
angle that is not close to 45°, because it is hard to distinguish 
between such an angle and its complement in your sketch. 

5. Always check your fnal answer. Do the units make sense? 
Are the magnitudes reasonable? If you change a variable to 
approach some limiting value, does your answer make a val-
id prediction about what happens? Sometimes you can esti-
mate the answer to a problem by using order-of-magnitude 
approximations, as discussed in Chapter 1; such an estimate 
can ofen reveal whether you made an arithmetical mistake 
or wrote down an incorrect formula.

6. Te friction force always opposes the direction of motion 
and acts parallel to the contact surface; the static friction force 
opposes the direction in which the object would move, if the 
friction force were not present. Note that the kinetic friction 
force is equal to the product of the coefcient of friction and 
the normal force, whereas the static friction force is less than 
or equal to that product.

4.1 A car of mass M travels in a straight line at constant speed along a level 
road with a coefcient of friction between the tires and the road of  and 
a drag force of D. Te magnitude of the net force on the car is

a) Mg.

b) Mg + D.

c) Mg D .2 2( ) +

d) zero.

4.2 A person stands on the surface of the Earth. Te mass of the person is 
m, and the mass of the Earth is M. Te person jumps upward, reaching a 
maximum height h above the Earth. When the person is at this height h, the 
magnitude of the force exerted on the Earth by the person is
a) mg.
b) Mg.

c) M2g/m.
d) m2g/M.

e) zero.

MulTiPle-ChOiCe QueSTiOnS
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End-of-Chapter Questions and Exercise Sets
Along with providing problem-solving guidelines, examples, and strategies, University Physics 
also offers a wide variety of end-of-chapter Questions and Exercises. Included in each chap-
ter are Multiple-Choice Questions, Conceptual Questions, Exercises (by section), Additional 
Exercises (no section “clue”), and Multi-Version Exercises. One bullet identifies slightly more 
challenging Exercises, and two bullets identify the most challenging Exercises. 

Calculus Primer
Since this course is typically taken in the first year of study at universities, this book assumes 
knowledge of high school physics and mathematics. It is preferable that students have had a 
course in calculus before they start this course, but calculus can also be taken in parallel. To 
facilitate this, the text contains a short calculus primer in an appendix, giving the main results 
of calculus without the rigorous derivations.

572 Chapter 18 Heat and the First Law of Thermodynamics 

varies with depth. Near the edges of the tectonic plates, relatively high temperatures can 
be found fairly close to the surface; these are the source of volcanic events. Away from the 
plate edges, however, a simple rule of thumb is that the temperature in the crust increases 
by 25–30 K per kilometer of depth. Tis number is called the geothermal gradient. Te tem-
perature at the boundary between crust and mantle is between 800 K and 1200 K. Figure 
18.31 shows the expected temperatures at a depth of 6 km below ground level in the conti-
nental United States.

>250
225–250

175–200

125–150

75–100

<50
Temperature (�C)

Figure 18.31 Estimated 
temperatures at a depth of 6 km below 
ground level in the continental United 
States.

e x a M p l e  18.9 estimate of earth’s internal thermal energy

Since Earth’s core and mantle are at very high temperatures relative to its surface, there must 
be a lot of thermal energy available inside Earth.

proBleM
What is the thermal energy stored in Earth’s interior?

Solution
Obviously, we can make only a rough estimate, because the exact radial temperature profle of 
Earth is not known. Let’s assume an average temperature of 3000 K, which is approximately 
half of the diference between the surface and core temperatures.

Te specifc heats (see Table 18.1) for the materials in the Earth’s interior range from 
0.45 kJ/(kg K) for iron to 0.92 kJ/(kg K) for rocks in the crust. In order to make our esti-
mate, we will use an average value of 0.7 kJ/(kg K). Te total mass of Earth is (see Table 12.1) 
5.97 · 1024 kg.

Inserting the numbers into equation 18.12, we fnd

Q m c T= = 6 10 kg 0.7kJ/ kg K 3000K =10 J.Earth Earth
24 31 ( ) ( ) ( )⋅ 





Does it matter that some part of Earth’s core is liquid and not solid? Should we account for 
the latent heat of fusion in our estimate? Te answer is yes, in principle, but since the latent 
heat of fusion for metals is typically on the order of a few hundred kilojoules per kilogram, it 
would contribute only 10–20% of what the specifc heat does in this case. For our order-of-
magnitude estimate, we can safely neglect this contribution.

Since the interior of Earth is hotter than the surface, we expect heat to fow to the 
surface from the interior. How much heat fows per time unit cannot be determined solely 
from our estimate in Example 18.9. However, analysis of available data shows a global 
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Building Conceptual Understanding

Chapter Opening Outline
At the beginning of each chapter is an outline presenting the section heads within the chapter. The 
outline also includes the titles of the Examples and Solved Problems found in the chapter. At a quick 
glance, you will know if a desired topic, example, or problem is in the chapter.

67722.2 Field Lines 

REVISED PAGES

 ■ An electric field represents the electric force at different 
points in space. 

 ■ Electric field lines represent the net force vectors 
exerted on a unit positive electric charge. They originate 
on positive charges and terminate on negative charges. 

 ■ The electric field of a point charge is radial, proportional 
to the charge, and inversely proportional to the square of 
the distance from the charge. 

 ■ An electric dipole consists of a positive charge and a 
negative charge of equal magnitude. 

 ■ The electric flux is the electric field component normal 
to an area times the area. 

 ■ Gauss’s Law states that the electric flux through a 
closed surface is proportional to the net electric charge 

enclosed within the surface. This law provides simple 
ways to solve seemingly complicated electric field 
problems.

 ■ The electric field inside a conductor is zero. 
 ■ The magnitude of the electric field due to a uniformly 

charged, infinitely long wire varies as the inverse of the 
perpendicular distance from the wire. 

 ■ The electric field due to an infinite sheet of charge does 
not depend on the distance from the sheet. 

 ■ The electric field outside a spherical distribution of 
charge is the same as the field of a point charge with the 
same total charge located at the sphere’s center.

WHaT We Will learn 

22.1 Def nition of an electric Field 
In Chapter 21, we discussed the force between two or more point charges. When determin-
ing the net force exerted by other charges on a particular charge at some point in space, 
we obtain dif erent directions for this force, depending on the sign of the charge that is the 
reference point. In addition, the net force is also proportional to the magnitude of the refer-
ence charge. T e techniques used in Chapter 21 require us to redo the calculation for the 
net force each time we consider a dif erent charge. 

Dealing with this situation requires the concept of a f	eld, which can be used to 
describe certain forces. An electric f eld, E(r), is def ned at any point in space, �r , as the 
net electric force on a charge, divided by that charge: 

� �
� �

E r F r
q

( ) ( ) .=  (22.1)

T e units of the electric f eld are newtons per coulomb (N/C). T is simple def nition elimi-
nates the cumbersome dependence of the electric force on the particular charge being 
used to measure the force. We can quickly determine the net force on any charge by using � � � �F r qE r( ) ( ),=  which is a trivial rearrangement of equation 22.1. 

T e electric force on a charge at a point is parallel (or antiparallel, depending on the 
sign of the charge in question) to the electric f eld at that point and proportional to the 
magnitude of the charge. T e magnitude of the force is given by F q E= . T e direction of the 
force on a positive charge is along 

� �E r( ); the direction of the force on a negative charge is in 
the direction opposite to 

� �E r( ). 
If several sources of electric f elds are present at the same time, such as several point 

charges, the electric f eld at any given point is determined by the superposition of the elec-
tric f elds from all sources. T is superposition follows directly from the superposition of 
forces introduced in our study of mechanics and discussed in Chapter 21 for electrostatic 
forces. T e superposition principle for the total electric f eld, 

�
Et , at any point in space with 

coordinate �r , due to n electric f eld sources can be stated as 
� � � � � �

�
� �E r E r E r E rnt =( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).1 2+ + +  (22.2)

22.2 Field lines 
An electric f eld can (and in most applications does) change as a function of the spatial 
coordinate. T e changing direction and strength of the electric f eld can be visualized by 
means of electric f eld lines. T ese graphically represent the net vector force exerted on a 
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What We Will Learn / What We Have Learned
Each chapter of University Physics is orga-
nized like a good research seminar. It was 
once said, “Tell them what you will tell 
them, then tell them, and then tell them 
what you told them!” Each chapter starts 
with What We Will Learn—a quick sum-
mary of the main points, without any 
equations. And at the end of each chap-
ter, What We Have Learned/Exam Study 
Guide contains key concepts, including 
major equations.

Conceptual Introductions
Conceptual explanations are provided in the text prior to any mathematical explanations, formulas, 
or derivations in order to establish why the concept or quantity is needed, why it is useful, and why 
it must be defined accurately. The authors then move from the conceptual explanation and defini-
tion to a formula and exact terms.

Self-Test Opportunities
In each chapter, a series of questions focus on major con-
cepts within the text to encourage students to develop an 
internal dialogue. These questions will help students think 
critically about what they have just read, decide whether 
they have a grasp of the concept, and develop a list of follow-
up questions to ask in class. The answers to the Self-Tests are 
found at the end of each chapter.

Concept Checks
Concept Checks are designed to be used with 
personal response system technology. They will 
appear in the text so that you may begin contem-
plating the concepts. Answers will only be available 
to instructors. 

Student Solutions Manual
The Student Solutions Manual contains answers and worked-out solutions to selected end-of-chap-
ter Questions and Exercises (those indicated by a blue number). Worked-out solutions for all items 
in Chapters 1 through 13 follow the complete seven-step problem-solving method introduced in 
Section 1.5. Chapters 14 through 40 continue to use the seven-step method for challenging (one 
bullet) and most challenging (two bullet) exercises, but present more abbreviated solutions for the 
less challenging (no bullet) exercises.

78325.6  Resistors in Parallel 

R e s e a R c h   Te equivalent resistance for R2 and R3 can be calculated using equation 25.17:

 
R R R
1 = 1 1 .
23 2 3

+   (i)

Te equivalent resistance of the three resistors in series can be found using equation 25.15:

R R R R R= = .i
i

n

eq
=1

1 23 4∑ + +  

Finally, we obtain the current in the circuit using Ohm’s Law:
V iR i R R R= = .emf eq 1 23 4( )+ +  

s i m p l i f y   Te potential drop, V2, across R2 is equal to the potential drop, V23, across the 
equivalent resistance R23: 

 V V iR V
R R R

R R V
R R R

= = = .2 23 23
emf

1 23 4
23

23 emf

1 23 4
=

+ + + +
  (ii)

We can solve equation (i) for R23 to obtain 

R R R
R R

= .23
2 3

2 3+
 

We can then use equation (ii) to determine the potential drop V2 as 

V

R R
R R

V

R R R
R R

R

R R V
R R R R R R R R

= = ,2

2 3

2 3
emf

1
2 3

2 3
4

2 3 emf

1 2 3 2 3 4 2 3( ) ( )
+











+
+










+

+ + + +
 

which we can rewrite as 
V R R V

R R R R R R
= .2

2 3 emf

1 4 2 3 2 3( )( )+ + +
 

c a l c u l a t e   Putting in the numerical values, we get 

V R R V
R R R R R R

=

=
51.0 114.0 149 V

17.0 55.0 51.0 114.0 51.0 114.0
= 48.9593 V.

2
2 3 emf

1 4 2 3 2 3

 

     

( )
( )( )

( )( ) ( )( )

( )
( )

+ + +

+ + +
 

R o u n d   We report our result to three signifcant fgures:
V = 49.0 V.

d o u b l e - c h e c k   You may be tempted to avoid completing the analytic solution as we’ve 
done here. Instead, you may want to insert numbers earlier, for example, into the expression 
for R23. So, to double-check our result, let’s calculate the current in the circuit explicitly and 
then calculate the potential drop across R23 using that current. Te equivalent resistance for 
R2 and R3 in parallel is 

R R R
R R

= =
51.0 114.0
51.0 114.0

= 35.2 .23
2 3

2 3

 

 


( )( )
+ +

 

Te current in the circuit is then 

i V
R R R

= = 149.0 V
17.0 35.2 55.0

=1.39 A.emf

1 23 4   + + + +
 

Te potential drop across R2 is then 

V iR= = 1.39 A 35.2 = 48.9 V,2 23 ( )( )  

which agrees with our result within rounding error. It is reassuring that both methods lead to 
the same answer. 

We can also check that the potential drops across R1, R23, and R4 sum to Vemf, as they 
should since R1, R23, and R4 are in series. Te potential drop across R1 is V1 = iR1 = (1.39 A)
(17.0 ) = 23.6 V. Te potential drop across R4 is V4 = iR4 = (1.39 A)(55.0 ) = 76.5 V. So the 
total potential drop is Vtotal = V1 + V23 + V4 = (23.6 V) + (48.9 V) + (76.5 V) = 149 V, which is 
equal to Vemf. Tus, our answer is consistent. 

concept check 25.7
As more identical resistors, R, are 
added to the circuit shown in the 
fgure, the resistance between points 
A and B will 

a) increase. 

b) stay the same. 

c) decrease.

d) change in an unpredictable 
manner. 

R

R

BA R

�

concept check 25.8
Three light bulbs are connected in 
series with a battery that delivers a 
constant potential diference, Vemf. 
When a wire is connected across light 
bulb 2 as shown in the fgure, light 
bulbs 1 and 3 

a) burn just as brightly as they did 
before the wire was connected. 

b) burn more brightly than they did 
before the wire was connected.

c) burn less brightly than they did 
before the wire was connected. 

d) go out. 

��

Vemf

1 3

2
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148 Chapter 5 Kinetic Energy, Work, and Power 

At this point, it is worthwhile to generalize the observations made in Example 5.3: 
Adding a constant force—for example, by suspending a mass from the spring—only shifs 
the equilibrium position. (Tis generalization is true for all forces that depend linearly on 
displacement.) Moving the mass, up or down, away from the new equilibrium position then 
results in a force that is linearly proportional to the displacement from the new equilibrium 
position. Adding another mass will only cause an additional shif to a new equilibrium 
position. Of course, adding more mass cannot be continued without limit. At some point, 
the addition of more and more mass will overstretch the spring. Ten the spring will not 
return to its original length once the mass is removed, and Hooke’s Law is no longer valid.

Work Done by the Spring Force
Te displacement of a spring is a case of motion in one spatial dimension. Tus, we can 
apply the one-dimensional integral of equation 5.12 to fnd the work done by the spring 
force in moving from x0 to x. Te result is

W F x dx kx dx k x dx
x

x

x

x

x

x

s s= = =( ') ' (– ') ' – ' '.
0 0 0

∫ ∫ ∫

Te work done by the spring force is then

 W k x dx kx kx
x

x

s = =– ' ' – .
0

1
2

2 1
2 0

2∫ +  (5.16)

If we set x0 = 0 and start at the equilibrium position, as we did in arriving at Hooke’s Law (equa-
tion 5.15), the second term on the right side in equation 5.16 becomes zero and we obtain

 W kxs =– .1
2

2  (5.17)

Note that because the spring constant is always positive, the work done by the spring force 
is always negative for displacements from equilibrium. Equation 5.16 shows that the work 
done by the spring force is positive if the starting spring displacement is farther from equi-
librium than the ending displacement. External work of magnitude 1

2  kx2 will stretch or 
compress it out of its equilibrium position.

Self-Test Opportunity 5.3
A block is hanging vertically from a 
spring at the equilibrium displace-
ment. The block is then pulled down 
a bit and released from rest. Draw 
the free-body diagram for the block 
in each of the following cases:

a)  The block is at the equilibrium 
displacement.

b)  The block is at its highest vertical 
point.

c)  The block is at its lowest vertical 
point.

Figure 5.16 (a) Spring in its equilibrium position; (b) compressing the 
spring; (c) relaxing the compression and accelerating the steel ball.

xc

vx = 0

vx = ?

x0

(a)

(b)

(c)

S O lv e D  P r O b l e m  5.2  Compressing a Spring

A massless spring located on a smooth horizontal surface is 
compressed by a force of 63.5 N, which results in a displacement 
of 4.35 cm from the initial equilibrium position. As shown in 
Figure 5.16, a steel ball of mass 0.075 kg is then placed in front 
of the spring and the spring is released.

PrOblem
What is the speed of the steel ball when it is shot of by the spring, 
that is, right afer it loses contact with the spring? (Assume there 
is no friction between the surface and the steel ball; the steel ball 
will then simply slide across the surface and will not roll.)

SOluTiOn
T H i n K  If we compress a spring with an external force, 
we do work against the spring force. Releasing the spring by 
withdrawing the external force enables the spring to do work on 

the steel ball, which acquires kinetic energy in this process. Calculating the initial work done 
against the spring force enables us to fgure out the kinetic energy that the steel ball will have 
and thus will lead us to the speed of the ball.

S K e T C H  We draw a free-body diagram at the instant before the external force is removed 
(see Figure 5.17). At this instant, the steel ball is at rest in equilibrium, because the external 
force and the spring force exactly balance each other. Note that the diagram also includes the 
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Seeing the Big Picture

Contemporary Examples
The authors have included recent physics research results throughout the 
text. Results involving renewable energy, the environment, aerospace, 
engineering, medicine, and technology demonstrate that physics is an 
exciting, thriving, and intellectually stimulating field. Available online at 
www.mhhe.com/bauerwestfall2e, the student resource center provides a 
number of items to enhance your understanding and help you prepare 
for lectures, labs, and tests. 

ConnectPlus eBook
Linked to multimedia assets—including author videos, applets that allow 
you to explore fundamental physics principles, and images—the eBook 
allows you to take notes, highlight, and even search for specific words 
or phrases. All of the textbook figures, videos, and interactive content 
are also listed in line and by chapter, so you can navigate directly to the 
resource you need. Links to the ConnectPlus eBook are included in the 
online homework and LearnSmart assignments, so if you are having 
trouble with an exercise or concept, you can navigate directly to the rel-
evant portion of the text.

Visual Program
Familiarity with graphics and animation on the Internet and in video 
games has raised the bar for the graphical presentations in textbooks, 
which must now be more sophisticated to excite both students and 
faculty. Here are some of the techniques and ideas implemented in 
University Physics: 

• Line drawings are superimposed on photographs to connect some-
times very abstract physics concepts to students’ realities and every-
day experiences.

• A three-dimensional look for line drawings adds plasticity to the 
presentations. Mathematically accurate graphs and plots were cre-
ated by the authors in software programs such as Mathematica and 
then used by the graphic artists to ensure complete accuracy as well 
as a visually appealing style.

152 Chapter 5 Kinetic Energy, Work, and Power 

efciency increased from 10 to 18 mpg. From 1982 to 2010, however, the average mass and 
fuel efciency of mid-sized cars stayed roughly constant, while the power increased steadily. 
Apparently, buyers of mid-sized cars in the United States have valued increased power over 
increased efciency.

Figure 5.20 Worldwide power 
production as a function of time for diferent 
power sources.
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S o lV e D  p r o b l e m  5.3 Wind power

Te total power consumption of all humans combined is approximately 16 TW (1.6 · 1013 W), 
and it is expected to double during the next 15 to 20 years. Almost 90% of the power pro-
duced comes from fossil fuels; see Figure 5.20. Since the burning of fossil fuels is currently 
adding more than 10 billion tons of carbon dioxide to Earth’s atmosphere per year, it is 
not clear how much longer this mode of power generation is sustainable. Other sources of 
power, such as wind, have to be considered. Some huge wind farms have been constructed 
(see Figure 5.21), and many more are under development.

problem
How much average power is contained in wind blowing at 10.0 m/s across the rotor of a 
large wind turbine, such as the Enercon E-126, which has a hub height of 135 m and a 
rotor radius of 63 m?

Solution
t H i n K  Since the wind speed is given, we can calculate the kinetic energy of the amount 
of air blowing across the rotor’s surface. If we can calculate how much air moves across the 
rotor per unit of time, then we can calculate the power as the ratio of the kinetic energy of 
the air to the time interval.

S K e t C H  Te rotor surface is a circle, and we can assume that the wind blows 
perpendicular to it, because the turbines in wind farms are oriented so that that is the 
case. Indicated in the sketch (Figure 5.22) is the cylindrical volume of air moving across 
the rotor per time interval.

r e S e a r C H  Earlier in this chapter, we learned that the kinetic energy is given by 
E mv= 1

2
2 ; here, m is the mass of air, and v is the wind speed. A very handy rule of 

thumb is that 1 m3 of air has a mass of 1.20 kg at sea level and room temperature. Te 
average power is given by P = W/t, and the work is related to the 
change in kinetic energy through the work–kinetic energy theorem 
W = K.

We can thus write, for the average power of the wind moving 
across the rotor of the wind turbine,

P W
t

K
t

mv
t

v m
t

= = = = .
1
2

2
1
2

2















( )

In the last step, we have assumed that the wind speed is constant and 
does not change. 

What is m? We know that density is mass/volume, and so we can 
write m = rV, where r = 1.20 kg/m3 is the air density and V is the vol-
ume of air moved across the rotor per unit of time. Here V is a cylinder 
with length l = vt and base area A = area of the rotor (see Figure 5.22), 
v is again the wind speed, and the area is the area of a circle, A = R2.

S i m p l i F y  Now we are ready to insert our expressions for m and 
V into our equation for the average power:

P v m
t

v V
t

v Al
t

v R v t
t

v R= = = = ( )( ) =1
2

2 1
2

2 1
2

2 1
2

2
2

1
2

3 2� � � �
��

�

�

�

� �

�

�
.

We see that the average wind power is proportional to the cube of the wind speed!

C a l C u l a t e  Inserting the given numbers for the rotor’s radius, the wind speed, and the 
air density yields

P = (10.0 m/s) (1.2 kg/m ) (63m) = 7.481389 10 kg m /s1
2

3 3 2 6 2 3 ⋅

r o u n D  Since the rotor’s radius was given to only two signifcant fgures, we round the fnal 
result to the same number of signifcant fgures. So our answer is 7.5 MW.

Figure 5.21 Large-scale wind farm producing power.
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33911.2 Examples Involving Static Equilibrium 

probleM 1
What■friction■force■must■act■on■the■bottom■of■the■ladder■to■keep■it■from■
slipping?■Neglect■the■(small)■force■of■friction■between■the■smooth■wall■and■
the■ladder.■

Solution 1
Let’s■start■with■the■free-body■diagram■shown■in■Figure■11.12c.■Here■R

�
■=■–Rx̂ 

is■the■normal■force■exerted■by■the■wall■on■the■ladder,■
�

N ■=■Nŷ is■the■normal■
force■exerted■by■the■foor■on■the■ladder,■and■Wm

�
■=■–mm■gŷ and■Wl

�
■=■–ml■gŷ■are■

the■weights■of■the■student■and■the■ladder:■mm■g■=■(62.0■kg)(9.81■m/s2)■=■608.■N■
and■ml■g■=■(13.3■kg)(9.81■m/s2)■=■130.■N.■

We’ll■let■ f f x= ˆs s
�

■be■the■force■of■static■friction■between■the■foor■and■
the■bottom■of■the■ ladder,■which■is■ the■answer■to■the■problem.■Note■that■
this■force■vector■is■directed■in■the■positive■x-direction■(if■the■ladder■slips,■
its■bottom■will■slide■in■the■negative■x-direction,■and■the■friction■force■must■
necessarily■oppose■that■motion).■As■instructed,■we■neglect■the■force■of■fric-
tion■between■wall■and■ladder.■

Te■ladder■and■the■student■are■in■translational■and■rotational■equilib-
rium,■so■we■have■the■three■equilibrium■conditions■introduced■in■equations■
11.5■through■11.7:■

F F=0, = 0, = 0.x i
i

y i
i

i
i

, , �∑ ∑ ∑ ■

Let’s■start■with■the■equation■for■the■force■components■in■the■horizontal■direction:■

F f R R f= – =0 = .x i
i

, s s∑ ⇒ ■

From■this■equation,■we■learn■that■the■force■the■wall■exerts■on■the■ladder■and■the■friction■force■
between■the■ladder■and■the■foor■have■the■same■magnitude.■Next,■we■write■the■equation■for■the■
force■components■in■the■vertical■direction:■

F N m g m g N g m m= – = 0 = ( ).y i
i

, m l m l∑ − ⇒ + ■

Te■normal■force■that■the■foor■exerts■on■the■ladder■is■exactly■equal■in■magnitude■to■the■sum■
of■the■weights■of■ladder■and■man:■N■=■608.■N■+ 130.■N■=■738.■N.■(Again,■we■neglect■the■fric-
tion■force■between■wall■and■ladder,■which■would■otherwise■have■come■in■here.)■

Now■we■sum■the■torques,■assuming■that■the■pivot■point■is■where■the■ladder■touches■the■
ground.■Tis■assumption■has■the■advantage■of■allowing■us■to■ignore■the■forces■acting■at■that■
point,■because■their■moment■arms■are■zero.■

■ m g m g r R= ( )
2

sin ( ) sin – cos = 0.i
i

l m� � � �∑ 





 +
�

� ■■ (i)

Note■ that■ the■ torque■ from■ the■ wall’s■ normal■ force■ acts■ counterclockwise,■ whereas■ the■ two■
torques■from■the■weights■of■the■student■and■the■ladder■act■clockwise.■Also,■the■angle■between■
the■normal■force,■R

�
,■and■its■moment■arm,■

�
�,■is■90°■–■,■and■sin■(90°■–■)■=■cos■.■Now■we■solve■

equation■(i)■for■R:■

R
m g m g r

m g m g r=
( ) sin ( ) sin

cos
= tan .

1
2 l m 1

2 l m
� �

�
�

+
+









�
� �

■

Numerically,■we■obtain■

R = (130. N) (608. N)1.43 m
3.04 m

(tan24.8° =162. N.1
2 )+









■

However,■we■already■found■that■R■=■fs,■so■our■answer■is■fs■=■162.■N.■

probleM 2
Suppose■that■the■coefcient■of■static■friction■between■ladder■and■foor■is■0.31.■Will■the■ladder■slip?■

Solution 2
We■found■the■normal■force■in■the■frst■part■of■this■example:■N■=■g(mm■+■ml)■=■738.■N.■It■is■
related■to■the■maximum■static■friction■force■via■fs,max■=■sN.■So,■the■maximum■static■friction■

(a) (b) (c)

R

N

fs

r

�

�

Wl

Wm

Wl

Wm

N

fs

Ry

x

Figure 11.12  (a) Student standing on a ladder. (b) Force 
vectors superimposed. (c) Free-body diagram of the ladder. 

Concept Check 11.2
What can the student in Example 11.4 
do if he really has to get up just a bit 
higher than the maximum height 
allowed by equation (ii) for the given 
situation?

a) He can increase the angle  
between the wall and the ladder. 

b) He can decrease the angle  
between the wall and the ladder. 

c) Neither increasing nor decreasing 
the angle will make any 
diference.

– Continued
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Student Resources

McGraw-Hill Connect® Physics 

McGraw-Hill Connect® Physics provides a single online source for 
your class. In addition to online homework, you can find resources 
on the site including study modules, communication from instruc-
tors, and course information. LearnSmart study modules are avail-
able for each chapter to help guide your studying and review for 
quizzes and exams. 

McGraw-Hill ConnectPlus® Physics 

McGraw-Hill ConnectPlus® Physics provides all of the benefits of 
Connect, plus a fully interactive eBook. Links to applicable student 
resources—including applets, video, and assessments—appear in 
line so you can follow them without losing your place in the text. All 
of the textbook figures, videos, and interactive content are also listed 
by chapter, so you can navigate directly to the resource you need. 
You can highlight, take notes, and even search the eBook for spe-
cific words or phrases. Links to the ConnectPlus eBook are included 
in the online homework and LearnSmart assignments, so if you are 
having trouble with an exercise or concept, you can navigate directly 
to the relevant portion of the text. 

Student Solutions Manual
The Student Solutions Manual contains answers and worked-out 
solutions to selected end-of-chapter Questions and Exercises (those 
indicated by a blue number). Worked-out solutions for all items in 
Chapters 1 through 13 follow the complete seven-step problem-
solving method introduced in Section 1.5. Chapters 14 through 40 
continue to use the seven-step method for challenging (one bullet) 
and most challenging (two bullet) exercises, but present more abbre-
viated solutions for the less challenging (no bullet) exercises. 

Online Resources
Available online at www.mhhe.com/bauerwestfall2e, the student 
resource center provides a number of items to enhance your study. 
A full suite of author-provided applets is available to help you visual-
ize physics concepts that are presented throughout the book—from 
vectors and kinematics to quantum and nuclear physics. Interactive 
simulations allow you to simulate real experiments, while viewing 
data in real time, thereby linking concepts and principles you have 
just learned to real, quantifiable results. Videos illustrating impor-
tant results are also available, giving you another opportunity to see 
the dynamics of physical situations. 

McGraw-Hill LearnSmart™

McGraw-Hill LearnSmart™ is available as an integrated feature 
of McGraw-Hill Connect® Physics or as a stand-alone product. 
LearnSmart is an adaptive learning system designed to help you 
learn faster, study more efficiently, and retain more knowledge 
for greater success. LearnSmart assesses your knowledge of the 
course content through a series of adaptive questions, meaning that 
you will not waste time studying topics you already know. It is 
designed to pinpoint concepts you do not understand and map out 
a personalized study plan for success. LearnSmart gives you a tool 
to help guide your studies, so you can study more effectively and 
retain more knowledge. Visit the following site for a demonstration: 
www.mhlearnsmart.com. 

physics

physics
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Resources for Instructors

Online Tools
A collection of online tools—including photos, artwork, an Instructor’s 
Solutions Manual, and other media—can be accessed from the 
University Physics website at www.mhhe.com/bauerwestfall2e. These 
tools provide content for novice and experienced instructors who 
teach in a variety of styles. Included in the collection are PowerPoint® 
slides containing full-color digital files of all illustrations in the text, a 
collection of digital files of photographs from the text, libraries of all 
the solved problems, examples, tables, and numbered equations from 
the text, and ready-made PowerPoint lecture outlines that include art, 
lecture notes, and additional examples for each section of the text. An 
Instructor’s Solutions Manual with complete worked-out solutions to 
all of the end-of-chapter Questions and Exercises is available in docu-
ment and PDF formats. The latest research in physics education shows 
that in-class use of personal response systems (or “clickers”) improves 
student learning, so a full set of clicker questions based on the Concept 
Checks from the text is available on the companion website.

Computerized Test Bank Online
Over 2300 text questions in multiple-choice format, written by excep-
tional instructors and fully updated to reflect the content of the sec-
ond edition, are included on the Connect website. These questions 
are organized by test section and represent a variety of difficulty lev-
els. By working within the ConnectPhysics online platform, you can 
select questions from multiple McGraw-Hill test banks or create your 
own to better reflect the interests and needs of your students. This test 
bank allows you to easily create paper and online tests or quizzes from 
anywhere at any time, without installing any software. 

McGraw-Hill LearnSmart™
McGraw-Hill LearnSmart™ is available as an integrated feature of 
McGraw-Hill Connect® Physics or as a stand-alone product for 
instructors who choose not to use online homework. Written by expe-
rienced professors and informed by the latest in physics education 
research, LearnSmart is an adaptive learning system designed to help 
students learn faster, study more efficiently, and retain more knowl-
edge for greater success. LearnSmart assesses a student’s knowledge of 
course content through a series of adaptive questions. It is designed 
to address common student misconceptions, pinpointing concepts a 
student does not understand and mapping out a personalized study 
plan for success. This innovative study tool also has features that 
allow instructors to see exactly what students have accomplished and 
a built-in assessment tool for graded assignments. Visit the following 
site for a demonstration: www.mhlearnsmart.com. 

McGraw-Hill ConnectPlus® Physics
McGraw-Hill Connect® Physics provides online presentation, 
assignment, and assessment tools. It connects your students 
with the resources they’ll need to achieve success. With Connect 
Physics, you can deliver assignments, quizzes, and tests online. 
A full set of online homework problems, test bank questions, 
LearnSmart study modules, clicker questions, animations, interac-
tive applets, and videos are available. Each online homework prob-
lem in Connect Physics uses the text problem-solving methodology 
and is tailored with specific hints and feedback for all questions. 
As an instructor, you can edit existing questions or problems and 
author entirely new ones. Track individual student performance—
by question, assignment, or in relation to the class overall—with 
detailed grade reports. Integrate grade reports easily with Learning 
Management Systems (LMS), such as WebCT, Desire2Learn, and 
Blackboard, and much more. ConnectPlus Physics provides stu-
dents with all the advantages of Connect Physics, plus 24/7 online 
access to an eBook. This media-rich version of the book is avail-
able through the McGraw-Hill Connect platform and allows seam-
less integration of text, media, and assessments. To learn more, visit 
www.mcgrawhillconnect.com.

McGraw-Hill Create™
With McGraw-Hill Create™, you can easily rearrange chapters, com-
bine material from other content sources, and quickly upload content 
you have written, such as a course syllabus or your teaching notes. 
Find the content you need in Create by searching through thou-
sands of leading McGraw-Hill textbooks. Arrange your book to fit 
your teaching style. Create even allows you to personalize the book’s 
appearance by selecting the cover and adding your name, school, 
and course information. Order a Create book and you’ll receive a 
complimentary print review copy in 3–5 business days or a compli-
mentary electronic review copy (eComp) via e-mail in minutes. Go 
to www.mcgrawhillcreate.com today and register to experience how 
McGraw-Hill Create empowers you to teach your students your way. 

My Lectures—Tegrity®
McGraw-Hill Tegrity® records and distributes a class lecture with 
just a click of a button. Students can view a lecture anytime and 
anywhere via computer, iPod, or mobile device. Tegrity indexes as 
it records your PowerPoint® presentations and anything shown on 
your computer, so students can use keywords to find exactly what 
they want to study or review. Tegrity is available as an integrated fea-
ture of McGraw-Hill Connect and as a stand-alone.
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xxii

New to the Second Edition

General Changes
The content of the second edition of University Physics has been 
completely updated to reflect new research in physics and physics 
education. The changes range from the inclusion of newly discov-
ered elements in the periodic table to the addition of new in-text 
Concept Checks and end-of-chapter exercises. New Multi-Version 
Exercises have been added to the end of every chapter.  These con-
sist of groups of related exercises that use a common problem set-
up but ask you to solve for a different quantity. The Multi-Version 
Exercises will help you to build conceptual understanding, learn 
how different physical quantities are related to one another, and rec-
ognize related problems when you see them again.

Chapter-Specif c Changes
Chapter 1
Two new Concept Checks and one new Self-Test Opportunity have 
been added, as well as Example 1.4, “Greenhouse Gas Production.” 
There are six new Multiple-Choice Questions and thirteen new end-
of-chapter exercises comprising section-specific, general, and Multi-
Version Exercises.

Chapter 2
Five new Concept Checks have been added. There are four new 
Multiple-Choice Questions and eleven new end-of-chapter exercises 
comprising section-specific, general, and Multi-Version Exercises.

Chapter 3
Five new Concept Checks have been added. There are three new 
Multiple-Choice Questions and seven new Multi-Version Exercises.

Chapter 4
One new Concept Check and two new Self-Test Opportunities 
have been added. Solved Problem 4.2, “Two Blocks Connected by a 
Rope,” has replaced the related example from the first edition. There 
are four new Multiple-Choice Questions and ten new Multi-Version 
Exercises.

Chapter 5
Two new Concept Checks have been added. Solved Problems 5.3, 
“Wind Power,” and 5.4, “Riding a Bicycle,” are new. There are four 

new Multiple-Choice Questions and fourteen new end-of-chapter 
exercises comprising general and Multi-Version Exercises.

Chapter 6
Three new Concept Checks have been added and Example 6.1, 
“Weightlifting,” is new. There are four new Multiple-Choice 
Questions and nine new Multi-Version Exercises.

Chapter 7
One new Concept Check has been added. There are four new 
Multiple-Choice Questions and thirteen new end-of-chapter exer-
cises comprising general and Multi-Version Exercises.

Chapter 8
Three new Concept Checks have been added. There are five new 
Multiple-Choice Questions and eleven new Multi-Version Exercises.

Chapter 9
Four new Concept Checks have been added. There are four new 
Multiple-Choice Questions and seven new Multi-Version Exercises.

Chapter 10
Three new Concept Checks have been added. Solved Problem 
10.5, “Bullet Hitting a Pole,” is new. There are three new Multiple-
Choice Questions and ten new end-of-chapter exercises comprising 
Conceptual Questions and Multi-Version Exercises.

Chapter 11
Three new Concept Checks have been added. Example 11.3, 
“Standing on a Board,” is new. There are four new Multiple-Choice 
Questions and eight new Multi-Version Exercises.

Chapter 12
Three new Concept Checks have been added. There are four new 
Multiple-Choice Questions and eight new Multi-Version Exercises.

Chapter 13
Four new Concept Checks and one new Self-Test Opportunity 
have been added. Example 13.7, “Betz Limit,” and Solved Problem 
13.2, “Weighing Earth’s Atmosphere,” are new. There are four new 
Multiple-Choice Questions and nine new Multi-Version Exercises.
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Chapter 14
Five new Concept Checks and one new Self-Test Opportunity 
have been added. Solved Problem 14.4, “Grandfather Clock,” is 
new. There are four new Multiple-Choice Questions and eight new 
Multi-Version Exercises.

Chapter 15
Two new Concept Checks have been added. There are three new 
Multiple-Choice Questions and nine new Multi-Version Exercises.

Chapter 16
Three new Concept Checks have been added. Solved Problem 16.2, 
“Tuning a Violin,” is new. There are four new Multiple-Choice 
Questions and eight new Multi-Version Exercises. New subsections 
discuss sound attenuation, sound diffraction, and sound localiza-
tion. 

Chapter 17
Solved Problem 17.1, “Temperature Conversion,” and a new Concept 
Check have been added. There are four new Multiple-Choice 
Questions and nine new Multi-Version Exercises. 

Chapter 18
Five new Concept Checks have been added. Example 18.9, 
“Estimate of Earth’s Internal Thermal Energy,” and Solved Problem 
18.5, “Enhanced Geothermal System,” are new. A subsection on 
geothermal power resources has been added. There are six new 
Multiple-Choice Questions and six new Multi-Version Exercises.

Chapter 19
Two new Self-Test Opportunities have been added. Solved Problem 
19.2, “Home Energy Storage,” is new. A new section on real gases 
and a new subsection on compressed air have been added. There 
are four new Multiple-Choice Questions and six new Multi-Version 
Exercises.

Chapter 20
There are four new Multiple-Choice Questions and nine new 
Multi-Version Exercises.

Chapter 21
One new Concept Check, four new Multiple-Choice Questions, 
and six new Multi-Version Exercises have been added. A new sub-
section discusses triboelectric charging. 

Chapter 22
Six new Concept Checks have been added. There are two new 
Multiple-Choice Questions and six new Multi-Version Exercises.

Chapter 23
Two new Concept Checks have been added. Solved Problem 23.4, 
“Charged Disk,” is new. A new subsection covers the case of a dipole 
in a constant electric field. There are four new Multiple-Choice 
Questions and six new Multi-Version Exercises. 

Chapter 24
In addition to a new subsection on electrolytic capacitors, there are 
four new Multiple-Choice Questions and six new Multi-Version 
Exercises.

Chapter 25
Two new Concept Checks and a new Self-Test Opportunity have 
been added. There are two new Multiple-Choice Questions and 
eight new Multi-Version Exercises.

Chapter 26
Three new Concept Checks have been added. There are four new 
Multiple-Choice Questions and nine new Multi-Version Exercises.

Chapter 27
Three new Concept Checks have been added. There are four new 
Multiple-Choice Questions and six new Multi-Version Exercises.

Chapter 28
There are four new Multiple-Choice Questions and six new Multi-
Version Exercises.

Chapter 29
Three new Concept Checks have been added. There are six new 
Multiple-Choice Questions and six new Multi-Version Exercises.

Chapter 30
There are two new Multiple-Choice Questions and five new end-
of-chapter exercises comprising section-specific and Multi-Version 
Exercises. 

Chapter 31
There are two new Multiple-Choice Questions and six new Multi-
Version Exercises.

Chapter 32
Six new Concept Checks and a new Self-Test Opportunity have been 
added. There are six new Multiple-Choice Questions and eight new 
Multi-Version Exercises. A new subsection discusses concentrating 
solar power. 
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Chapter 33
Seven new Concept Checks and a new Self-Test Opportunity have 
been added. There are six new Multiple-Choice Questions and 
six new Multi-Version Exercises. The section on converging and 
diverging lenses has been extensively revised, and a new subsection 
on lens equations has been added.

Chapter 34
Four new Concept Checks have been added. There are four new 
Multiple-Choice Questions and eight new Multi-Version Exercises.

Chapter 35
One new Concept Check has been added. There are six new 
Multiple-Choice Questions and six new Multi-Version Exercises.

Chapter 36
An example on Compton scattering has been replaced by Solved 
Problem 36.1, “Compton Scattering,” with a complete seven-step 
solution. There are eight new Multi-Version Exercises.

Chapter 37
Improved notation for quantum operators and new material on 
wave functions have been added. An example concerning a finite 
potential well has been replaced by Solved Problem 37.1, “Finite 
Potential Well.” There are seven new Multi-Version Exercises. 

Chapter 38
New Problem-Solving Guidelines and five new Multi-Version 
Exercises have been added.

Chapter 39
New Problem-Solving Guidelines, one new end-of-chapter exer-
cise, and six new Multi-Version Exercises have been added. The text 
discussion of fundamental particles has been revised to include the 
2012 discovery of a Higgs boson at CERN.

Chapter 40
There is a new subsection on the thorium fission cycle. Three new 
Multi-Version Exercises have been added. 
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1

T is book will give you insight into some of the astound-
ing recent progress made in physics and show you how 
this progress aids practically all other areas of science and 
engineering. Examples from advanced areas of research are 
accessible with the knowledge available at the introductory 
level. At many universities, freshmen and sophomores are 
already involved in cutting-edge physics research. Of en, this 
participation requires nothing more than the tools developed in 
this book, a few days or weeks of additional reading, and the curiosity 
and willingness necessary to learn new facts and skills.

T e following pages present some of the amazing frontiers of current 
physics research and describe some of the results that have been obtained during the last 
few years. T is introduction stays at a qualitative level, skipping all mathematical and other 
technical details. Chapter references indicate where more in-depth explorations of the top-
ics can be found.

Energy and Power
Probably the greatest problem facing humanity in this century is how to satisfy the ever-
increasing demand for energy and power. Energy is a very basic physics topic, and power is 
the rate at which energy is converted; we will devote two entire chapters to these key concepts 
(Chapters 5 and 6). In 2010 and 2011, the twin disasters of the explosion of the Deepwater 
Horizon oil rig in the Gulf of Mexico and the destruction of the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear 
reactors by a tsunami following a very strong earthquake of  the Pacif c Coast of Japan 
(Figure 1) made it abundantly clear that satisfying our energy needs can carry huge risks.

The Big Picture
Frontiers of Modern Physics

FIGURE 1 Two environmental disasters: (a) The burning Deepwater Horizon oil rig in the Gulf of Mexico, source of the biggest accidental ocean 
oil spill of all time. (b) The heavily damaged reactor buildings at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant, source of the largest nuclear radiation 
contamination to occur in the last quarter century.

(b)(a)
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Physics is at the center of a large number of interdisciplinary 
collaborations seeking ways to secure our future energy supply in the 
face of strongly rising demand. Wind (Figure 2), water, biomass, and 
sunlight are all possible alternative sources of energy. Te coming 
decades will see increased emphasis on exploiting these resources, 
and physicists will work on optimizing these processes. Some of 
these technologies and their physical foundations are highlighted in 
many chapters in this book.

Seventy years ago, nuclear physicist Hans Bethe and his col-
leagues fgured out how nuclear fusion in the Sun produces the light 
that makes life on Earth possible. Today, nuclear physicists are work-
ing on how to utilize nuclear fusion on Earth to produce nearly lim-
itless energy. Both the International Termonuclear Experimental 
Reactor (ITER) (Chapter 40), presently under construction in south-
ern France through a collaborative efort involving many industrial-
ized countries, and the National Ignition Facility (Chapters 38 and 
40, Figure 3) at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, completed 
in 2009, will help researchers investigate many of the important 
questions that need to be resolved before the use of fusion is techni-
cally feasible and commercially viable.

Quantum Physics
Te year 2005 marked the 100th anniversary of Albert Einstein’s 
landmark papers on Brownian motion (proving that atoms are real; 
see Chapters 13 and 38), on the theory of relativity (Chapter 35), and 
on the photoelectric efect (Chapter 36). Tis last paper introduced 
one of the basic ideas underlying quantum mechanics, the physics of 
matter on the scale of atoms and molecules. Quantum mechanics is a 
product of the 20th century that led, for example, to the invention of 
lasers, which are now routinely used in CD, DVD, and Blu-ray play-
ers, in price scanners, and even in eye surgery, among many other 
applications. Quantum mechanics has also provided a more funda-
mental understanding of chemistry: Physicists are using ultrashort 
laser pulses less than 10–15 s in duration to gain an understanding of 
how chemical bonds develop. Te quantum revolution has included 
exotic discoveries such as antimatter, and there is no end in sight. 
During the last decade, groups of atoms called Bose-Einstein con-
densates have been formed in electromagnetic traps; this work has 
opened an entirely new realm of research in atomic and quantum 
physics (see Chapters 36 through 38, Figure 4).

Condensed Matter Physics and Electronics
Physics innovations created and continue to drive high-tech industry. 
Only slightly more than 50 years ago, the frst transistor was invented 
at Bell Labs, ushering in the electronic age. Te central processing 
unit (CPU) of a typical desktop or laptop computer contains more 
than 100 million transistor elements. Te incredible growth in the 
capabilities and the scope of applications of computers over the last 
few decades has been made possible by research in condensed mat-
ter physics. Gordon Moore, cofounder of Intel, famously observed 
that computer processing power doubles every 2 years, a trend that is 
predicted to continue for at least another decade or more.

Computer storage capacity grows even faster than processing 
power, with a doubling time of 12 months. Te 2007 Nobel Prize 
in Physics was awarded to Albert Fert and Peter Grünberg for their 

FIGURE 2 An offshore wind farm between Malmö, Sweden, and 
Copenhagen, Denmark, that delivers a power output comparable 
to that of a large coal-fred power plant.

FIGURE 3 Target chamber of the National Ignition Facility, 
which is used to study nuclear fusion.

FIGURE 4 Physicists from the University of Bonn, Germany, 
observing their newly created “super-photons,” or Bose-Einstein 
condensate consisting of light, which they discovered in 2010.
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1988 discovery of giant magnetoresistance. It took only a decade for this discovery to 
be applied in computer hard disks, enabling storage capacities of hundreds of gigabytes 
(1 gigabyte = 1 billion pieces of information) and even terabytes (1 terabyte = 1 trillion 
pieces of information).

Network capacity and bandwidth doubles every 9 months. You can now go to almost 
any country on Earth and fnd wireless access points, from which you can connect your 
laptop or WiFi-enabled smartphone to the Internet. Yet it is only a couple of decades since 
the conception of the World Wide Web by Tim Berners-Lee, who was then working at the 
particle physics laboratory CERN in Switzerland and who developed this new medium to 
facilitate collaboration among particle physicists in diferent parts of the world.

Cell phones and other powerful communication devices have found their way into just 
about everybody’s hands. Modern physics research enables a progressive miniaturization of 
consumer electronics devices. Tis process drives a digital convergence, making it possible 
to equip cell phones with digital cameras, video recorders, e-mail capability, Web browsers, 
and global positioning system receivers. More functionality is added continuously, while 
prices continue to fall. Less than 50 years afer the frst Moon landing smart phones now 
pack more computing power than the Apollo spaceship used for that trip to the Moon.

Quantum Computing
Physics researchers are still pushing the limits of computing. At present, many groups are 
investigating ways to build a quantum computer. Teoretically, a quantum computer con-
sisting of N processors would be able to execute 2N instructions simultaneously, whereas a 
conventional computer consisting of N processors can execute only N instructions at the 
same time. Tus, a quantum computer consisting of 100 processors would exceed the com-
bined computing power of all currently existing supercomputers. Although many complex 
problems have to be solved before this vision can become reality, remember that 50 years 
ago it seemed utterly impossible to pack 100 million transistors onto a computer chip the 
size of a thumbnail.

Computational Physics
Te interaction between physics and computers works both ways. Traditionally, physics 
investigations were either experimental or theoretical in nature. Textbooks appear to favor 
the theoretical side, because they analyze the conceptual ideas that are encapsulated in the 
main formulas of physics. On the other hand, much research originates on the experimental 
side, when newly observed phenomena seem to defy theoretical description. However, the 
rise of computers has made possible a third branch of physics: computational physics. Most 
physicists now rely on computers to process data, visualize data, solve large sets of coupled 
equations, or study systems for which simple analytical formulations are not known.

Te emerging feld of chaos and nonlinear dynamics is the prime example of such 
study. Arguably, MIT atmospheric physicist Edward Lorenz frst simulated chaotic behav-
ior with the aid of a computer in 1963, when he solved three coupled equations for a simple 
model of weather and detected a sensitive dependence on the initial conditions—even the 
smallest diferences in the beginning of the simulation resulted in very large deviations 
later in time. Tis phenomenon is now sometimes called the butterfy efect, from the idea 
that a butterfy fapping its wings in China could change the weather in the United States 
a few weeks later. Tis sensitivity to initial conditions implies that long-term deterministic 
weather prediction is impossible.

Complexity and Chaos
Systems of many constituents ofen exhibit very complex behavior, even if the individual 
constituents follow simple rules of nonlinear dynamics. Physicists have started to address 
complexity in many systems, including simple sand piles, trafc jams, the stock market, bio-
logical evolution, fractals, and self-assembly of molecules and nanostructures. Te science 
of complexity is another feld that emerged only during the last decade and is experiencing 
rapid growth. Chaos and nonlinear dynamics are discussed in Chapter 7 on momentum and 
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in Chapter 14 on oscillations. Te models are ofen quite straightfor-
ward, and frst-year physics students can make valuable contributions. 
However, contributing generally requires some computer program-
ming skills. Programming expertise will enable you to contribute to 
many advanced physics research projects.

Nanotechnology
Physicists are beginning to acquire the knowledge and skills needed 
to manipulate matter one atom at a time. During the last two decades, 
scanning, tunneling, and atomic force microscopes have allowed 
researchers to see individual atoms (Figure 5) and, in some cases, to 
move them around in controlled ways. Nanoscience and nanotech-
nology are devoted to these types of challenges, whose solution holds 
promise for great technological advances, from even more miniatur-
ized and thus more powerful electronics to the design of new drugs, or 
even the manipulation of DNA to cure some diseases.

Biophysics
Just as physicists moved into the domain of chemists during the 20th 
century, a rapid interdisciplinary convergence of physics and molecu-
lar biology is taking place in the 21st century. Researchers are already 
able to use laser tweezers (Chapter 33) to move individual biomol-
ecules. X-ray difraction (Chapter 34) has become sophisticated 
enough that researchers can obtain pictures of the three-dimensional 
structures of very complicated proteins. In addition, theoretical bio-
physicists are beginning to be successful in predicting the spatial 
structure and the associated functionality of these molecules from 
the sequences of amino acids they contain. Researchers are begin-
ning to obtain a microscopic understanding of biological entities, and 
some groups are making progress toward molecular-level simulation 
of biological processes (Figure 6).

High-Energy/Particle Physics
Nuclear and particle physicists are probing deeper and deeper into the 
smallest constituents of matter (Chapters 39 and 40). For example, the 
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) started its physics program as the highest-
energy accelerator in the world in March 2010 at the CERN laboratory 
in Geneva, Switzerland. Te LHC is located in a circular underground 
tunnel with a circumference of 27 km (17 mi), indicated by the red circle 
in Figure 7. Tis new instrument is the most expensive research facil-
ity ever built, at a cost of more than $8 billion. Particle physicists use 
this facility to collide protons at the highest energies ever produced to 
try to fnd out what causes diferent elementary particles to have dif-
ferent masses, to probe what the true elementary constituents of the 
universe are, and perhaps to look for hidden extra dimensions or other 
exotic phenomena. Nuclear physicists at CERN smash lead nuclei into 
each other at very high energies in order to recreate the state of the 
universe a small fraction of a second afer its beginning, the Big Bang. 
Te ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) detector (Figure 8a) 
generates computerized images of the tracks (Figure 8b) of the several 
thousand subatomic particles produced by such a collision. Chapters 
27 and 28 on magnetism and the magnetic feld will explain how these 
tracks are analyzed in order to discover the properties of the particles 
that produced them.

FIGURE 7 Aerial view of Geneva, Switzerland, with the 
location of the underground tunnel of the Large Hadron 
Collider superimposed in red.

FIGURE 5 Individual iron atoms, arranged in the shape of a 
stadium on a copper surface. The ripples inside the “stadium” 
are the result of standing waves formed by electron density 
distributions. This arrangement was created and then imaged 
by using a scanning tunneling microscope (Chapter 37).

FIGURE 6 Computer simulation of the approximately 200 
proteins in a chromatophore vesicle, which channels the energy 
of sunlight into the synthesis of adenosine triphosphate.
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String Theory
Particle physics has a standard model of all particles and their interactions (Chapter 39), but 
why this model works so well is not yet understood. String theory is currently thought to 
be the most likely candidate for a framework that will eventually provide this explanation. 
Sometimes string theory is hubristically called the Teory of Everything. It predicts extra 
spatial dimensions, which sounds at frst like science fction, but many physicists are trying 
to fnd ways in which to test this theory experimentally.

Astrophysics
Physics and astronomy have extensive interdisciplinary overlap in the 
areas of investigating the history of the early universe, modeling the 
evolution of stars, and studying the origin of gravitational waves or cos-
mic rays of the highest energies. Ever more precise and sophisticated 
observatories, such as the James Webb Space Telescope (Figure 9), are 
being built to study these phenomena.

Astrophysicists continue to make astounding discoveries that 
reshape our understanding of the universe. Only during the last few 
years has it been discovered that most of the matter in the universe 
is not contained in stars. Te composition of this dark matter is still 
unknown (Chapter 12), but its efects are revealed through gravita-
tional lensing, as shown in Figure 10 by the arcs observed in the galaxy 
cluster Abell 2218, which is 2 billion light-years away from Earth, in the 
constellation Draco. Tese arcs are images of even more distant galax-
ies, distorted by the presence of large quantities of dark matter. Tis 
phenomenon is discussed in more detail in Chapter 35 on relativity.

Symmetry, Simplicity, and Elegance
From the smallest subatomic particles to the universe at large, physical laws govern all 
structures and dynamics from atomic nuclei to black holes. Physicists have discovered a 
tremendous amount, but each new discovery opens more exciting unknown territory. Tus, 
we continue to construct theories to explain any and all physical phenomena. Te develop-
ment of these theories is guided by the need to match experimental facts, as well as by the 

FIGURE 8 (a) The ALICE detector at the Large Hadron Collider during its construction. (b) Electronically reconstructed tracks of thousands of 
charged subatomic particles produced inside the ALICE detector by a high-energy collision of two lead nuclei.

(b)(a)

FIGURE 9 The James Webb Space Telescope.
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FIGURE 10 Galaxy cluster Abell 2218, with the arcs that are created by gravitational lensing due to dark matter.

conviction that symmetry, simplicity, and elegance are key design principles. Te fact that 
laws of nature can be formulated in simple mathematical equations (F = ma, E = mc2, and 
many other, less famous ones) is stunning.

Tis introduction has tried to convey a bit about the frontiers of modern physics 
research and their relevance to progress in other felds, from biology and medicine to engi-
neering. Tis textbook should help you build a foundation for appreciating, understanding, 
and perhaps even participating in this vibrant research enterprise, which continues to refne 
and even to reshape our understanding of the world around us.
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Part 1 MeChaniCS oF Point PartiCleS

The■dramatic■image■in■Figure■1.1■could■be■showing■any■of■several■things:■
a■ colored■ liquid■ spreading■ out■ in■ a■ glass■ of■ water,■ or■ perhaps■ biological■
activity■in■some■organism,■or■maybe■even■an■artist’s■idea■of■mountains■on■

some■unknown■planet.■ If■we■said■ the■view■was■70■wide,■would■ that■help■you■
decide■what■the■picture■shows?■Probably■not—you■need■to■know■if■we■mean,■for■
example,■70■meters■or■70■millionths■of■an■inch■or■70■thousand■miles.

In■fact,■this■infrared■image■taken■by■the■Spitzer■Space■Telescope■shows■huge■
clouds■of■gas■and■dust■about■70■light-years■across.■(A■light-year■is■the■distance■
traveled■by■light■in■1■year,■about■10■quadrillion■meters.)■T■ ese■clouds■are■about■
6500■light-years■away■from■Earth■and■contain■newly■formed■stars■embedded■in■
the■glowing■regions.■T■ e■technology■that■enables■us■to■see■images■such■as■this■
one■is■at■the■forefront■of■contemporary■astronomy,■but■it■depends■in■a■real■way■
on■the■basic■ideas■of■numbers,■units,■and■vectors■presented■in■this■chapter.

T■ e■ideas■described■in■this■chapter■are■not■necessarily■principles■of■physics,■
but■they■help■us■to■formulate■and■communicate■physical■ideas■and■observations.■
We■will■use■the■concepts■of■units,■scientif■c■notation,■signif■cant■f■gures,■and■vec-
tor■quantities■throughout■the■course.■Once■you■have■understood■these■concepts,■
we■can■go■on■to■discuss■physical■descriptions■of■motion■and■its■causes.

1 overview 

Infrared

Visible

FigUre 1.1  An image of the W5 star-forming region taken by the Spitzer Space 
Telescope using infrared light.
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8 Chapter 1 Overview 

■■ The■use■of■scientific■notation■and■the■appropriate■
number■of■significant■figures■is■important■in■physics.■

■■ We■will■become■familiar■with■the■international■unit■
system■and■the■definitions■of■the■base■units■as■well■as■
methods■of■converting■among■other■unit■systems.■

■■ We■will■use■available■length,■mass,■and■time■scales■to■
establish■reference■points■for■grasping■the■vast■diversity■
of■systems■in■physics.■

■■ We■will■apply■a■problem-solving■strategy■that■will■
be■useful■in■analyzing■and■understanding■problems■
throughout■this■course■and■in■science■and■engineering■
applications.■

■■ We■will■work■with■vectors:■vector■addition■and■
subtraction,■multiplication■of■vectors,■unit■vectors,■and■
length■and■direction■of■vectors.■

What We Will learn

 1.1 Why Study Physics?
Perhaps■ your■ reason■ for■ studying■ physics■ can■ be■ quickly■ summed■ up■ as■ “Because■ it■ is■
required■for■my■major!”■While■this■motivation■is■certainly■compelling,■the■study■of■science,■
and■particularly■physics,■ofers■a■few■additional■benefts.

Physics■ is■ the■science■on■which■all■other■natural■and■engineering■sciences■are■built.■
All■modern■technological■advances—from■laser■surgery■to■television,■from■computers■to■
refrigerators,■from■cars■to■airplanes—trace■back■directly■to■basic■physics.■A■good■grasp■of■
essential■physics■ concepts■gives■you■a■ solid■ foundation■on■which■ to■ construct■ advanced■
knowledge■in■all■sciences.■For■example,■the■conservation■laws■and■symmetry■principles■of■
physics■also■hold■true■for■all■scientifc■phenomena■and■many■aspects■of■everyday■life.■

Te■study■of■physics■will■help■you■grasp■the■scales■of■distance,■mass,■and■time,■from■the■
smallest■constituents■inside■the■nuclei■of■atoms■to■the■galaxies■that■make■up■our■universe.■
All■natural■systems■follow■the■same■basic■laws■of■physics,■providing■a■unifying■concept■for■
understanding■how■we■ft■into■the■overall■scheme■of■the■universe.■

Physics■is■intimately■connected■with■mathematics■because■it■brings■to■life■the■abstract■
concepts■ used■ in■ trigonometry,■ algebra,■ and■ calculus.■ Te■ analytical■ thinking■ and■ general■
techniques■for■problem■solving■that■you■learn■here■will■remain■useful■for■the■rest■of■your■life.

Science,■ especially■ physics,■ helps■ remove■ irrationality■ from■ our■ explanations■ of■ the■
world■around■us.■Prescientifc■thinking■resorted■to■mythology■to■explain■natural■phenom-
ena.■For■example,■the■old■Germanic■tribes■believed■the■god■Tor■using■his■hammer■caused■
thunder.■You■may■smile■when■you■read■this■account,■knowing■that■thunder■and■lightning■
come■from■electric■discharges■in■the■atmosphere.■However,■if■you■read■the■daily■news,■you■
will■fnd■that■some■misconceptions■from■prescientifc■thinking■persist■even■today.■You■may■
not■fnd■the■answer■to■the■meaning■of■life■in■this■course,■but■at■the■very■least■you■will■come■
away■with■some■of■the■intellectual■tools■that■enable■you■to■weed■out■inconsistent,■logically■
fawed■theories■and■misconceptions■that■contradict■experimentally■verifable■facts.■Scien-
tifc■progress■over■the■last■millennium■has■provided■a■rational■explanation■for■most■of■what■
occurs■in■the■natural■world■surrounding■us.

Trough■ consistent■ theories■ and■ well-designed■ experiments,■ physics■ has■ helped■ us■
obtain■ a■ deeper■ understanding■ of■ our■ surroundings■ and■ has■ given■ us■ greater■ ability■ to■
control■them.■In■a■time■when■the■consequences■of■air■and■water■pollution,■limited■energy■
resources,■ and■global■warming■ threaten■ the■continued■existence■of■huge■portions■of■ life■
on■Earth,■the■need■to■understand■the■results■of■our■interactions■with■the■environment■has■
never■been■greater.■Much■of■environmental■science■is■based■on■fundamental■physics,■and■
physics■drives■much■of■the■technology■essential■to■progress■in■chemistry■and■the■life■sci-
ences.■You■may■well■be■called■upon■to■help■decide■public■policy■in■these■areas,■whether■as■
a■scientist,■an■engineer,■or■simply■as■a■citizen.■Having■an■objective■understanding■of■basic■
scientifc■issues■is■of■vital■importance■in■making■such■decisions.■Tus,■you■need■to■acquire■
scientifc■literacy,■an■essential■tool■for■every■citizen■in■our■technology-driven■society.

You■cannot■become■scientifcally■literate■without■command■of■the■necessary■elemen-
tary■tools,■just■as■it■is■impossible■to■make■music■without■the■ability■to■play■an■instrument.■
Tis■is■the■main■purpose■of■this■text:■to■properly■equip■you■to■make■sound■contributions■
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to■the■important■discussions■and■decisions■of■our■time.■You■will■emerge■from■reading■and■
working■with■this■text■with■a■deeper■appreciation■for■the■fundamental■laws■that■govern■our■
universe■and■for■the■tools■that■humanity■has■developed■to■uncover■them,■tools■that■tran-
scend■cultures■and■historic■eras.■

 1.2 Working with numbers 
Scientists■ have■ established■ logical■ rules■ to■ govern■ how■ they■ communicate■ quantitative■
information■to■one■another.■If■you■want■to■report■the■result■of■a■measurement—for■exam-
ple,■the■distance■between■two■cities,■your■own■weight,■or■the■length■of■a■lecture—you■have■
to■specify■this■result■in■multiples■of■a■standard■unit.■Tus,■a■measurement■is■the■combina-
tion■of■a■number■and■a■unit.

At■frst■thought,■writing■down■numbers■doesn’t■seem■very■difcult.■However,■in■phys-
ics,■we■need■to■deal■with■two■complications:■how■to■deal■with■very■big■or■very■small■num-
bers,■and■how■to■specify■precision.■

Scientifc notation
If■you■want■to■report■a■really■big■number,■it■becomes■tedious■to■write■it■out.■For■example,■the■
human■body■contains■approximately■7,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000■atoms.■If■you■
used■this■number■ofen,■you■would■surely■like■to■have■a■more■compact■notation■for■it.■Tis■
is■exactly■what■scientifc notation■is.■It■represents■a■number■as■the■product■of■a■number■
greater■than■or■equal■to■1■and■less■than■10■(called■the■mantissa)■and■a■power■(or■exponent)■
of■10:■
■ number =mantissa 10exponent⋅ . ■ (1.1)■

Te■number■of■atoms■in■the■human■body■can■thus■be■written■compactly■as■7■·■1027,■where■7■
is■the■mantissa■and■27■is■the■exponent.

Another■advantage■of■scientifc■notation■is■that■it■makes■it■easy■to■multiply■and■divide■
large■numbers.■To■multiply■two■numbers■in■scientifc■notation,■we■multiply■their■mantis-
sas■and■then■add■their■exponents.■If■we■wanted■to■estimate,■for■example,■how■many■atoms■
are■contained■in■the■bodies■of■all■the■people■on■Earth,■we■could■do■this■calculation■rather■
easily.■Earth■hosts■approximately■7■billion■(=■7■·■109)■humans.■All■we■have■to■do■to■fnd■
our■answer■is■to■multiply■7■·■1027■by■7■·■109.■We■do■this■by■multiplying■the■two■mantissas■and■
adding■the■exponents:■

■ (7 10 ) (7 10 ) = (7 7) 10 = 49 10 = 4.9 10 .27 9 27 9 36 37⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅+ ■ (1.2)

In■the■last■step,■we■follow■the■common■convention■of■keeping■only■one■digit■in■front■of■the■
decimal■point■of■the■mantissa■and■adjusting■the■exponent■accordingly.■(But■be■advised■that■
we■will■have■to■further■adjust■this■answer—read■on!)

Division■with■scientifc■notation■is■equally■straightforward:■If■we■want■to■calculate■A / B,■
we■divide■the■mantissa■of■A■by■the■mantissa■of■B■and■subtract■the■exponent■of■B■from■the■
exponent■of■A.■

Signifcant Figures
When■we■specifed■the■number■of■atoms■in■the■average■human■body■as■7■·■1027,■we■meant■to■
indicate■that■we■know■it■is■at■least■6.5■·■1027■but■smaller■than■7.5■·■1027.■However,■if■we■had■writ-
ten■7.0■·■1027,■we■would■have■implied■that■we■know■the■true■number■is■somewhere■between■
6.95■·■1027■and■7.05■·■1027.■Tis■statement■is■more■precise■than■the■previous■statement.

As■a■general■rule,■the■number■of■digits■you■write■in■the■mantissa■specifes■how■precisely■
you■claim■to■know■it.■Te■more■digits■specifed,■the■more■precision■is■implied■(see■Figure■1.2).■
We■call■the■number■of■digits■in■the■mantissa■the■number■of■signifcant fgures.■Here■are■
some■rules■about■using■signifcant■fgures■followed■in■each■case■by■an■example:

■■ Te■ number■ of■ signifcant■ fgures■ is■ the■ number■ of■ reliably■ known■ digits.■ For■
example,■1.62■has■three■signifcant■fgures;■1.6■has■two■signifcant■fgures.

Concept Check 1.1
The total surface area of Earth is  
A = 4πR2 = 4π(6370 km)2 = 
5.099 · 1014 m2. Assuming there 
are 7.0 billion humans on the planet, 
what is the available surface area 
per person? 

a) 7.3 · 104 m2 

b) 7.3 · 1024 m2

c) 3.6 · 1024 m2

d) 3.6 · 104 m2
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